Wilson Center Events and Activities on USMCA and related North America Cooperation

*June 2020 - June 2021*

**Publications and Articles**

June 18, 2020 | [Mexico, North America, and Workforce Development](#) Remarks by Earl Anthony Wayne to the American Chamber of Commerce in Mexico

June 22, 2020 | [The Future of the North American Workforce in a COVID-19 Scenario](#) By Earl Anthony Wayne

June 29, 2020 | [USMCA Becomes a Reality](#) - Experts React to Entry into Force of USMCA

July 1, 2020 | [A Storm is Coming for Mexico under USMCA](#) by Duncan Wood

July 1, 2020 | [Mexico Institute Experts React to USMCA Implementation](#)

July 7, 2020 | [Trump and Mexico's President Have a Big Agenda on Trade and Beyond](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

July 8, 2020 | [AMLO and Trump: Symbols not Institutions](#) by Christopher Wilson

July 21, 2020 | [Much Still on the Table for U.S. and Mexico](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

September 25, 2020 | [Don’t Forget the Workers](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

November 12, 2020 | [Biden’s Leadership will Enhance Relations with Mexico and Canada](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

December, 2020 | [Democratic Labor Reform in Mexico](#) by Graciela Bensusán and Kevin Middlebrook

January, 2021 | [A U.S.-Mexico Economic Agenda for Competitiveness and Inclusive Growth](#) by Christopher Wilson

January, 2021 | [Fulfilling North America’s Promise](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

January, 2021 | [The United States and Canada Agenda 2021](#)

January 22, 2021 | [How Biden, Trudeau, and AMLO can Achieve North America’s Promise](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

February 5, 2021 | [Achieving North America’s Promise](#) by Earl Anthony Wayne

March 1, 2021 | [President Biden to Speak with President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador of Mexico Analysis](#)
March 24, 2021 | The undoing of Mexico's competitive liberalization: The electric industry, rule of law and investment by Oscar Ocampo

May 14, 2021 | Towards a more inclusive region for workers by Secretary Clouthier and Secretary Alcalde

May 18, 2021 | Collection: North America 2.0: Forging a Continental Future

May 18, 2021 | Strengthening Security and Tapping Talent Across the Continent by Earl Anthony Wayne and Sergio Alcocer

May 18, 2021 | Border Security in North America by Chappell Lawson, Jorge Tello & Jennifer Fox

May 25, 2021 | The US, Canada, and Mexico should collaborate on upskilling workers by Earl Anthony Wayne

Public Events

June 30, 2020 | USMCA: Launching a New Phase of Prosperity in North America

July 8, 2020 | AMLO, Trump, and the Bilateral Relationship

July 16, 2020 | USMCA Implementation and the Importance of Regionalization

September 29, 2020 | USMCA: Mexico's Perspective on Labor Provisions and Mexico's Labor Reforms

October 23, 2020 | Sixth North American Process Symposium: Economic Coordination and Adaptation

February 3, 2021 | The Future of U.S.-Mexico Relations

March 2, 2021 | A New Future for North America

May 14, 2021 | Resilient Supply Chains for North America

May 19, 2021 | North America 2.0 | Strengthening Security and Tapping Talent Across the Continent

June 30, 2021 | USMCA at One

Private Events

June 16, 2021 | First USMCA Roundtable

July 30, 2020 | USMCA Roundtable on Rules of Origin

August 25, 2020 | USMCA Roundtable on Cross-Border Trade

October 20, 2020 | USMCA Roundtable on Labor
November 23, 2020 | USMCA Roundtable: Taking Stock Six Months In

February 22, 2021 | USMCA Roundtable on Energy

March 26, 2021 | Reopening Travel and Tourism in North America Roundtable

April 26, 2021 | Building Electric Vehicle Value Chains in North America

May 17, 2021 | Tackling Workforce Development Challenges Across North America

June 28, 2021 | USMCA Roundtable – Year One Review and Look Ahead

**Multimedia**

Jan 14, 2021 | [The Biden Administration: North America Relations](#)

May 14, 2021 | [USMCA at One: Mexico’s Labor Reform](#)

June 29, 2021 | [Infographic – USMCA at One](#)

July 1, 2021 | [USMCA at One Year – Happy Birthday?](#)